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The origin of altruism is a fundamental problem in evolution, and the maintenance of biodiversity is

a fundamental problem in ecology. These two problems combine with the fundamental

microbiological question of whether it is always advantageous for a unicellular organism

to grow as fast as possible. The common basis for these three themes is a trade-off between

growth rate and growth yield, which in turn is based on irreversible thermodynamics. The

trade-off creates an evolutionary alternative between two strategies: high growth yield at low growth

rate versus high growth rate at low growth yield. High growth yield at low growth rate is a

case of an altruistic strategy because it increases the fitness of the group by using resources

economically at the cost of decreased fitness, or growth rate, of the individual. The

group-beneficial behaviour is advantageous in the long term, whereas the high growth rate strategy

is advantageous in the short term. Coexistence of species requires differences between their

niches, and niche space is typically divided into four ‘axes’ (time, space, resources, predators).

This neglects survival strategies based on cooperation, which extend the possibilities of

coexistence, arguing for the inclusion of cooperation as the fifth ‘axis’. Here, individual-based model

simulations show that spatial structure, as in, for example, biofilms, is necessary for the

origin and maintenance of this ‘primitive’ altruistic strategy and that the common belief that growth

rate but not yield decides the outcome of competition is based on chemostat models and

experiments. This evolutionary perspective on life in biofilms can explain long-known

biofilm characteristics, such as the structural organization into microcolonies, the often-observed

lack of mixing among microcolonies, and the shedding of single cells, as promoting the origin

and maintenance of the altruistic strategy. Whereas biofilms enrich altruists, enrichment cultures,

microbiology’s paradigm for isolating bacteria into pure culture, select for highest growth rate.

INTRODUCTION

In the context of evolutionary theory, altruism is defined as
behaviour that benefits others while costing self. In the
context of human behaviour, altruism implies a concern for
the welfare of others as the motivation for that behaviour,
and this is how the term altruism is used in everyday
language. However, for evolutionary altruism, the motiva-
tion, if any, for altruistic behaviour is not considered. Since
benefits and costs are relative as well as local, altruistic
behaviour may be defined more precisely, from the
perspective of multi-level selection theory, as behaviour
that increases the fitness of the group relative to other
groups while it decreases the fitness of the altruist relative to
others within the group (Sober & Wilson, 1998). The
economical use of limiting resources is such a case of
altruism because of a trade-off between specific growth rate
(rate of biomass increase per time and biomass) and growth
yield (biomass formed per amount of resource used)

(Pfeiffer et al., 2001). High growth yield, in other words,
the economical use of common resources, increases group
fitness. However, this can only be attained at the cost of a
decreased growth rate, which decreases individual fitness.
This form of altruism does not require memory of past
interactions, recognition of individuals, sophisticated inter-
actions or behavioural repertoires, or direct interactions
between individuals. It is therefore the simplest form of
altruism.

Spatial structure is well known to facilitate the evolution of
cooperation and altruism (see e.g. Nowak & May, 1992;
Sigmund, 1994; Hofbauer & Sigmund, 1998; Hauert et al.,
2002). For the altruistic strategy studied here, spatial
structure is absolutely necessary since recognition of other
individuals and their behaviour, i.e. social structure that
could substitute for spatial structure, is beyond the means of
bacteria. However, this requirement is easily met, because
the spatial structure is automatically generated simply by the
asexual division of immotile cells, which leads to clonal
clusters. This self-organized structure merely needs to be
maintained. Since the earliest forms of life were presumably
immotile, asexual cells unable to recognize the individuals

Abbreviations: YS, yield strategy – high growth yield at the cost of low
growth rate; RS, rate strategy – high growth rate at the cost of low
growth yield.
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with which they interact, our simplest form of altruism
could have evolved already at the beginning of life.

An example of the rate versus yield trade-off is the branched
catabolism of the anaerobic bacterium Holophaga foetida
(Kreft & Schink, 1993). It can double its maximum specific
growth rate at the cost of a halved growth yield (Kappler
et al., 1997) by switching catabolism from higher to lower
ATP yield. From this example, two growth strategies, high
growth rate versus high growth yield, have been abstracted
and their fitnesses compared in this study. In H. foetida, the
two strategies are followed by one and the same organism,
depending on physiological conditions (Kappler et al.,
1997), but for the purpose of comparing and studying these
strategies, they have been ‘extracted’ from measurements
withH. foetida (see Table 1) and assigned to separate virtual
organisms each following one heritable, immutable, and
pure strategy exclusively. Like H. foetida, the aerobic
bacterium Acetobacter methanolicus (Müller & Babel,
1993) and the yeast Saccharomyces kluyveri (Møller et al.,
2002) can boost their growth rates by shifting catabolic
substrate flow into less energy-conserving branches, result-
ing in lowered biomass yields.

Examples of the trade-off can also be found among different
bacteria using alternative catabolic pathways. The fermenta-
tion of 3 lactate to 2 propionate and 1 acetate by Clostridium
homopropionicum using the acrylyl-CoA pathway yields only
1 ATP whereas the methylmalonlyl-CoA pathway of
Propionibacterium freudenreichii yields 2?3 ATP (Seeliger
et al., 2002). This leads to a 2?75-fold higher growth rate and
a 0?43-fold lower growth yield of C. homopropionicum
(Seeliger et al., 2002).

Non-equilibrium thermodynamics predicts a linear rela-
tionship between the rate of a reaction and its driving
force (the Gibbs free energy change) near equilibrium
(Westerhoff & van Dam, 1987). This prediction agrees
reasonably well with measurements. ForH. foetida (Kappler
et al., 1997), a doubled growth rate is coupled with a doubled
Gibbs free energy dissipation per C-mol biomass formed

(Heijnen & van Dijken, 1992) ({DG0
D’). For the lactate

fermenters, the 2?75-fold higher growth rate is coupled with
a 3?5-fold higher Gibbs free energy dissipation per C-mol
biomass formed, calculated from Seeliger et al. (2002). These
results argue for a thermodynamic necessity of the trade-off.
Thermodynamic necessity combined with the simplicity of
the altruistic strategy implies that the evolutionary choice,
and conflict, between these selfish and altruistic strategies is
as old as life. Microbiologists have tried to understand ‘what
sets and limits the specific growth rate [of bacteria]’ (Koch,
1985); see also Marr (1991). Due to the rate versus yield
trade-off, the question for a bacterium is not so much how
fast could it grow as how fast should it grow.

Micro-organisms will colonize and grow on almost any
available surface, thus forming a biofilm where cells are
embedding themselves in a slimy matrix while their
metabolism creates substrate and product gradients entail-
ing a very heterogeneously structured microenvironment to
which the cells in turn will adapt (Costerton et al., 1995). If
this surface happens to be a part of or associated with the
human body, such biofilms are of particular concern due to
their enhanced resistance to antimicrobials (Costerton et al.,
1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Biofilms are teeming with a
diversity of bacteria, and life in biofilms has been likened to
our human life in cities (Watnick & Kolter, 2000). The high
cell density means that most cells have many neighbours
close by. Bacteria may stay in a neighbourhood for
prolonged periods of time, punctuated by sudden events
such as emigration, dispersal, sloughing, etc.

Under such conditions of high cell density, bacteria could
benefit from division of labour, collective actions, and other
forms of altruistic behaviour or cooperation with their
neighbours, and many examples of such cooperations are
known (Bradshaw et al., 1994; Caldwell et al., 1997; Turner
& Chao, 1999; Velicer et al., 2000, 2003; Strassmann et al.,
2000; Crespi, 2001; Palmer et al., 2001; Gilbert et al., 2002).
However, the benefits of cooperation can be exploited by
selfish individuals or groups not contributing to the costs

Table 1. Growth parameters for the high yield (YS) and the high rate (RS) strategies (relative
values)

The initial slope was assumed to be the same for both strategies; therefore, the ratio for Ks must equal

the ratio for mmax. All other ratios were slightly rounded from measurements of H. foetida, which was

using alternative pathways of its branched catabolism, depending on growth conditions (Kappler et al.,

1997).

Parameter Symbol YS RS

Maximal specific growth rate mmax 1 2

Growth yield coefficient Ys 1 K

Monod half-saturation constant Ks 1 2

Initial slope mmax/Ks 1 1

Maximal substrate consumption rate qmax=mmax/Ys 1 4

Gibbs free energy dissipation per C-mol biomass {DG0
D’ 1 2
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of cooperation, for example, exoenzyme production or
signal production for quorum sensing (Brown & Johnstone,
2001). Therefore, conflicts of interest arise between cells in
a cluster or clusters in different parts of the biofilm, even
in single-species biofilms, and a case of general protection
against invaders by rhamnolipid surfactant production has
been reported (Davey et al., 2003). Conflicts of interest
between individuals and groups over the use of resources
exist not only for bacteria but also for humans, where this
conflict is known as the ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin,
1968).

In this study, I will show how the clustered growth and
substrate gradients in biofilms promote altruism, and make
the following predictions on biofilm characteristics: (1) bio-
films formed by altruists have a higher surface area coverage,
(2) biofilms are predominated by altruists, (3) such altruists
have to grow and stay in clusters and this is why clusters are
the main unit of biofilm architecture, and (4) such clusters
have to propagate, from time to time, by breaking up into
single cells rather than staying as a unit. The study ends with
conclusions on the mechanisms maintaining biodiversity as
well as the selection of fast-growing microbes by enrichment
cultures and how this has biased mainstream microbio-
logical research, and finally asks why biofilms have not
evolved into multicellular organisms.

THE BIOFILM MODEL

The biofilm simulations furnish the setting in which bacteria with
different survival strategies compete. The RS bacteria have a high
growth rate at a low yield strategy and the YS bacteria have a high
yield at a low growth rate strategy. The YS bacteria use resources
economically and are therefore altruists. The RS bacteria follow an
egoistic strategy of resource use. The ratios of maximal specific
growth rate and yield are given in Table 1. The dependence of speci-
fic growth rate m on substrate concentration s was assumed to follow
Monod kinetics:

k~kmax½s=(Kszs)�

for both RS and YS (Fig. 1). The initial slopes (mmax/Ks) of the
Monod curves were assumed to be identical since the aim of this
study was the comparison of strategies based on the rate versus yield
trade-off, rather than the distinct trade-off between growth rate at
low versus high substrate concentrations, r- versus K-strategy
(Velicer et al., 1999; Velicer & Lenski, 1999), which would result in
a cross-over of the two Monod curves. Initial slopes have to my
knowledge only been measured for one example of the rate versus
yield trade-off: The initial slope of C. homopropionicum (RS strate-
gist) can be roughly estimated from the data in Seeliger et al. (2002)
to be about 0?7-fold that of P. freudenreichii (YS strategist).

Biofilm simulations were carried out using the individual-based model
BacSim (Kreft et al., 2001). This program simulates bacterial cells as
spheres in continuous space and diffusion-reaction of substrates and
products on a lattice. The cells grow (Monod kinetics), divide when the
cell volume has reached a critical value, and push other cells away if
they overlap. The substrate is transported by diffusion from the bulk
liquid (source) through a diffusion boundary layer (concentration
boundary layer) into the biofilm (sink) (Fig. 2). Since the active
biomass acts as a sink, it drains substrate from the surroundings, from
the top and the sides; this is the most important difference from a

modelling study of how the high energy yield of respiration may have

facilitated the evolutionary transition to multicellularity (Pfeiffer et al.,

2001; Pfeiffer & Bonhoeffer, 2003). The Pfeiffer & Bonhoeffer (2003)

model considers a flat landscape on which clusters grow in one layer;

the substrate is first allocated stochastically into the grid cells, and then

diffuses on this flat landscape. Here, a biofilm that grows up towards

the substrate loaded bulk liquid is considered, and substrate is not

allocated but transported by diffusion, which is driven by substrate

consumption. Therefore, clusters with higher substrate demand (RS

strategy) will also receive more.

Further important differences are that in the Pfeiffer & Bonhoeffer

(2003) model, only one cell is allowed per grid cell, and cell division is

only possible as long as there are free grid cells in the neighbourhood.

This makes the cells also compete for space, and gives clusters an

intrinsic disadvantage by assuming that growth within clusters is

impossible. In addition, clustering of cells in the Pfeiffer & Bonhoeffer

(2003) model is assumed to be forced by a mutation that prevents

motile cells from separation upon division, whereas in this study,

clustering is considered to be passive, resulting from the division of

immotile, attached cells; therefore clustering does not prevent the

passive motion (convection) of cells with the expanding biofilm – see

the fan-shaped structures in Figs 4(b10, e10) and 5(c10). The flow of

biomass is most obvious in movies of the simulations available from the

author’s website (http://www.theobio.uni-bonn.de/people/jan_kreft/).

Since substrate diffuses down through the boundary layer into the

biofilm, cells at the top will receive more substrate than cells further

down or inside the biofilm (Fig. 2) and therefore grow faster,

producing more offspring. The offspring in turn will be even higher,

like the new leaves of a tree already above the canopy. This positive

feedback loop is the cause of finger formation in biofilms and fractal

colony edges (Picioreanu et al., 1998). This can also be seen as lateral

inhibition because those cells which are higher than their neighbours

divert substrate flux away from these neighbours, thereby inhibiting

their growth. Once a certain ‘finger’ is higher than the neighbours (see

the YS clusters which are higher than their neighbouring RS clusters in

Fig. 4c3), it will win the competition due to this lateral inhibition. As

soon as lateral inhibition suppresses the growth rate of the

neighbouring clusters below that of the topmost or leading cluster,

the neighbouring clusters no longer have any chance to overgrow the

leading cluster, and the outcome of competition is decided. The later

Fig. 1. Dependence of specific growth rate m on substrate con-
centration s according to Monod kinetics: m=mmax[s/(Ks+s)]. High
rate strategist RS (—): mmax=2, Ks=0?2; high yield strategist
YS (– –): mmax=1, Ks=0?1. The initial slope (– ? –), mmax/Ks, of the
curves was assumed to be the same for both strategies.
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this ‘decision time’, the more the long-term advantage of YS will pay
off. This is a case of truncation selection (Sober &Wilson, 1998), as also
found in the desert leaf-cutting ant Acromyrmex versicolor, where the
first colony to produce workers as offspring will win the competition
because these workers will first raid the neighbouring colonies (Sober &
Wilson, 1998).

An experimental study of a mutant of Pseudomonas fluorescens, which
overproduces a sticky polymer, thereby creating clusters of cooperating
cells, differs from this biofilm study in that it does not show aspects of
lateral inhibition (Rainey & Rainey, 2003): the mutant forms a mat at
the air/liquid interface, and rather than outcompeting the ancestral
strain in the same habitat, it colonizes a self-made and spatially
separated niche.

To obtain quantitative results, the generic, abstract strategies RS and
YS were applied to the concrete example of an ammonia-oxidizing
bacterium. This matters insofar as ammonia oxidizers grow slowly and
their small substrates oxygen and ammonia diffuse rapidly. For the sake
of simplicity, only one substrate (oxygen) was assumed to be limiting
growth, substrate inhibition by ammonia was assumed to be absent,
and the maintenance rate was set to zero. Model parameters were as
described by Kreft et al. (2001). Most importantly, the oxygen concen-
tration was 1 mg l21, the simulated domain was 200620062 mm
wide, high and deep, respectively, and the height of the concentration
boundary layer was 40 mm. The growth parameters for YS were those
given for the ammonia oxidizer (Kreft et al., 2001), and the growth
parameters of RS were chosen relative to the values for YS (Table 1).
The source code and Java program of the model are available from my
web site (http://www.theobio.uni-bonn.de/people/jan_kreft).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Competition in chemostats

In chemostats (well-mixed, continuous systems), the RS
strategist will always outcompete the YS strategist, because
RS strategists grow faster at every substrate concentration

above zero (Fig. 1). Although hardly any natural system can
be regarded as a chemostat, empirical and theoretical studies
of microbial competition have focused on chemostats since
their introduction about 50 years ago. Even in chemostat
studies, wall growth (biofilms growing on the walls of the
chemostat) often occurs but it is rarely taken into account.
Further, as shown by Christensen et al. (2002) and here,
competition experiments in chemostats cannot be used to
predict results for biofilm competition because the yield
differences that are completely irrelevant in chemostats
have a strong impact in biofilms and other natural systems.

Fig. 2. Simulated biofilm setup. Substrate is transported by diffusion (2D), indicated by arrows, from the well-mixed bulk liquid
(constant substrate concentration), beginning at 40 mm above the biofilm top, through the stagnant boundary layer, into the
biofilm, which is growing attached to an inert substratum. The contours indicate normalized substrate concentration, from 1?0
in the bulk liquid down to 0?1 inside the biofilm in steps of 0?1. The biofilm in this example consists of one microcolony each of
RS (blue) and YS (red) cells. The bacterial cells are modelled as spheres in continuous space (a very thin 3D slice). All
boundaries are periodic, except in the vertical dimension (constant concentration boundary condition at the top, zero flux into
the substratum boundary condition at the bottom). In this example, the higher specific substrate turnover rate of the RS
cluster, in combination with a higher biomass, creates a sink that is strong enough to drain substrate flux away from the YS
cluster. (a) Whole domain. (b) Enlarged view of the biofilm.

Fig. 3. Growth of YS relative to RS in biofilms grown from
various initial line-ups of RS and YS cells. —, Pure biofilms grown
from 20 cells. ? ? ? ?, One continuous stretch of 10 RS cells placed
side-by-side (see Fig. 4f3) with a second stretch of 10 YS cells.
– –, – ? –, Alternating arrangement of RS and YS (see Fig. 4c–e), at
lower (5 cells each, – –) and higher (10 cells each, – ? –) densities.
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However, even inchemostats, yielddifferencesbecome impor-
tant when growth is limited by more than one substrate.

Competition in biofilms

In biofilms, cells grow in clusters (microcolonies); this
creates a substrate gradient into and within the clusters.
Such clustered growth, plus its inevitable combination with
substrate gradients, is necessary but not sufficient to change

the outcome of competition in favour of YS (Figs 3 and 4).
Comparing pure biofilms of RS and YS strategists, it is
obvious that the latter’s higher yield allows more biomass to
accumulate in the long run despite an initial advantage of RS
(Fig. 3). In direct side-by-side competition (Figs 3 and 4),
qualitatively the same picture emerges, independent of the
initial density (1–50 cells each, data shown for 10 cells each).
When the arrangement of clusters is alternating, RS will win
the competition only if the density of clusters is above a

Fig. 4. Competition among RS (blue) and YS (red) clusters in biofilms grown from various initial line-ups of RS and YS cells.
The length of the domain was 200 mm. The left panels (a3–f3) show 3-week-old biofilms and the right panels (b10, d10, e10)
show 10-week-old biofilms only in those cases where the ‘time of decision’ had not passed and further development was not
obvious. (a3) One RS cell in a pure YS neighbourhood (seeded by 19 cells). (b3, b10) Vice versa, one YS cell in a pure RS
neighbourhood (seeded by 19 cells). (c–e) Alternating arrangement of seeds at increasing density: (c3) 5 cells each; (d3, d10)
10 cells each; (e3, e10) 50 cells each. (f3) Side-by-side arrangement of 10 cells each; here, other densities lead to qualitatively
similar results (not shown). Movies of all these simulations can be found on the author’s webpage (http://www.theobio.
uni-bonn.de/people/jan_kreft/).
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threshold that depends on growth parameters and environ-
mental conditions such as substrate transport rate (Figs 3
and 4). However, at even higher densities, the self-
organization into clusters (clustering effect) that results
from the cell divisions of immotile cells gives YS the chance
to spread out of a dominantly RS biofilm in the shape of
wedges or fans (Figs 4b10, 4e10 and 5c10; Movie 1, included
as supplementary data with the online version of this paper
at http://mic.sgmjournals.org). Wedge-like growth patterns
have long been known in dental plaque (Lai et al., 1975;
Listgarten, 2000). Clustering has also been reported in P.
aeruginosa biofilms (Davey et al., 2003). Clustering can also
result from polymer production, which effectively binds
cells and their evolutionary interests together (Rainey &
Rainey, 2003; Velicer & Yu, 2003).

Ironically, YS rather than RS clusters in the neighbourhood
may help RS clusters to win, because competition among
RS clusters is stronger (the higher substrate turnover by RS
leads to steeper gradients of the resource and more severe
substrate limitation) than competition between RS and YS
clusters. This is why a single YS cluster wins (Fig. 4b10)
whereas RS wins (Fig. 4d10) when RS and YS clusters are
alternating at the same density (compare Fig. 4 panels b3
and b10 with d3 and d10). A single RS cluster (Fig. 4a3), in
contrast to a single YS cluster (Fig. 4b3), will not win.

In principle, the same results as above were obtained at
higher substrate concentrations or thinner boundary layers
(data not shown), where the short-term initial advantage of
RS becomes more pronounced. Therefore, for the alternat-
ing arrangement, the switch from YS winning to RS winning
occurs at a lower density.

These results demonstrate how both strategies can originate
in an environment dominated by the other strategy, albeit in
different ways. The YS strategy can arise in a spatially
structured environment dominated by RS because of (a)
more intense competition among RS clusters themselves,
(b) the clustering effect, or (c) the overall density of cells
being low enough due to a scarcity of resources. The RS
strategy can arise in well-mixed environments such as the
planktonic phase, and in patchy environments if the short-
term advantage of RS (see Fig. 3) dominates over the long-
term advantage of YS. In summary, YS wins the competition
in the long run if it has not been overgrown by RS during the
initial phase of biofilm growth.

Invasibility by individuals and groups

For a given strategy to survive in the long term, at least some
conditions under which the strategy can arise de novo must
first of all exist, and the preceding section has demonstrated
that suitable conditions for the origin of both strategies can
easily be found. Secondly, once a strategy has emerged, it
must be able to be maintained against competing strategies,
and this is studied in this section, employing the usual
invasibility criterion. A strategy is called an evolutionarily
stable strategy (ESS) if a population of individuals using that

strategy cannot be invaded by a rare mutant adopting a
different strategy (Maynard Smith, 1982). If group-level
selection plays a dominant role, the invasibility criterion
should be applied on the individual and group levels of
selection separately.

To test for invasibility by individuals, a single cell at the top
or in the middle of a developing, fairly even and uniform
biofilm was ‘mutated’ into one with an alternative strategy
(data not shown). As expected from the Monod kinetics of
the two strategies (Fig. 1), initially the RS strategist always
had a higher growth rate than the one a YS strategist would
have had in the same place. In real biofilms, this ‘mutant’ is
more likely to be an immigrant or arise from phase variation
(phenotypic switching; Drenkard & Ausubel, 2002).

To test for invasibility by groups, vertical strips of cells
(5–100 mm) were changed into cells of the other strategy. RS
clusters could not invade YS biofilms, but YS clusters could
invade RS biofilms (Fig. 5). The growth of a strip of YS
strategists invading an RS biofilm, relative to a same-sized
strip of RS strategists invading a YS biofilm, showed a trend
of increasing advantage for the YS clusters with increasing
cluster size (data not shown). Comparing the growth of pure
RS and YS biofilms with a randomly mixed biofilm (same
number of cells for RS and YS to begin with) initially shows
the expected results (data not shown): pure YS biofilms
grow much better than pure RS biofilms, and the mixed
biofilm is in between, with RS strategists growing slightly
better than the YS strategists in the mixed biofilm. However,
YS strategists overtake in the long run because of the
clustering effect (Fig. 5c3, c10; Movie 2, included as
supplementary data with the online version of this paper
at http://mic.sgmjournals.org).

Individual RS strategists can always invade groups of YS
strategists due to their higher relative growth rate under
the same conditions (see Monod curves in Fig. 1), but
clusters of RS strategists above a critical size cannot, since
such clusters will deplete resources more quickly in their
ownmicroenvironment.Conversely, yet for the same reasons,
individualYS strategists cannever invadebut sufficiently large
clusters can. Therefore, YS and RS strategies are both evo-
lutionarily stable and unstable – on different levels of selec-
tion. In summary, whenever group-level selection is strong
enough, the YS strategy can both arise and be maintained.

Within each cluster (neighbourhood), the proportion of
RS strategists will tend to increase because of their
unconditional growth rate advantage (Fig. 1), giving the
RS strategy a higher relative fitness in individual-level
selection. But clusters will grow better and produce more
offspring the higher the fraction of YS strategists is, under
the same conditions, giving the YS strategy a higher relative
fitness in group-level selection. This may lead to a global
increase of the number of YS strategists although the
proportion of YS strategists decreases in all clusters, a
counter-intuitive result that is known as Simpson’s Paradox
(Sober & Wilson, 1998).
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Despite major differences with respect to substrate transport,
cell growth, cell motility, and biomass spreading, the results
of this study are qualitatively similar to those of Bonhoeffer
and coworkers (Pfeiffer et al., 2001; Pfeiffer & Bonhoeffer,
2003), suggesting that these results are very robust.

Predictions on biofilm characteristics

Based on these findings, a set of predictions on the
characteristics of biofilm life follows, which are then
compared with the empirical evidence when available.

(1) Higher substratum coverage of YS biofilms. YS
strategists should form biofilms with higher surface area
coverage than RS strategists, due to the weaker competi-
tion between neighbouring clusters.

(2) Dominance of YS in biofilms. Altruism can evolve
in natural biofilm communities and biofilms should be
dominated by YS strategists. In contrast, planktonic bac-
teria that are primarily growing as single cells should be
RS strategists. Planktonic cells of P. aeruginosa grow twice
as fast as P. aeruginosa cells after attaching to a surface
(Rice et al., 2000), suggesting that they switch strategy
from RS to YS upon surface attachment.

(3) Clustering of YS. YS strategists should have a ten-
dency to literally stick to themselves and thereby facilitate
and maintain clustering. RS strategists should try to avoid
self and mix, e.g. by surface-bound twitching motility.
Bacteria from natural river biofilms show either a ten-
dency to avoid self, called ‘spreading, rolling, or shedding
maneuvers’, or to cluster, called ‘packing maneuver’
(Lawrence & Caldwell, 1987). Biofilms as a whole should
resemble an ensemble of distinct, clonal and identifiable

microcolonies with a very limited amount of mixing
between these clusters. The most direct studies of mixing
within biofilms involve cells of the same strain tagged
with different colours. Movement of Pseudomonas putida
cells between and within microcolonies was frequently
observed apart from flagellum-less mutants; however, the
extent of mixing was too limited to change the overall
composition or structure of the microcolonies (Tolker-
Nielsen et al., 2000). Recently, P. aeruginosa biofilm struc-
ture was shown to depend on the carbon source, and an
initial phase of clonal growth was followed by a phase of
twitching-motility-driven mixing (Klausen et al., 2003).
Similar studies of dual-species biofilms show the same
trend: mixing is surprisingly limited even for commensa-
listic associations where satellite microcolonies are
formed, growing on the products of a big cluster in the
centre (Nielsen et al., 2000; Tolker-Nielsen & Molin, 2000;
Christensen et al., 2002). Formation of P. aeruginosa
microcolonies has been proposed to occur by aggregation
(O’Toole et al., 2000), but the evidence is conflicting
among various laboratories (Chiang & Burrows, 2003;
Klausen et al., 2003). The typically limited mixing explains
why microcolonies are the basic structural unit of biofilms
(Costerton et al., 1995; Tolker-Nielsen et al., 2000).

(4) Biofilms are not ‘units of proliferation’. Main-
tenance of YS requires clusters to disperse. Even an ori-
ginally pure YS cluster will not stay pure forever, due to
mutation, phase variation and immigration. In a mixed
cluster, RS strategists will grow faster than their cluster
neighbours, thereby increasing the fraction of RS strate-
gists within the cluster. A ‘purification’ step is required
for YS strategists to survive: clusters must at least occa-
sionally be broken up into single cells that leave the clus-
ter to colonize another surface. Supporting this view,

Fig. 5. Invasion of a pure biofilm by a group of cells of opposite strategy. An essentially flat biofilm aged 1 week was used as
the template to set up all runs. Blue, RS cells; red, YS cells. The length of the domain was 200 mm. Biofilms aged 3 weeks on
the left (a3–c3) or 10 weeks on the right (c10). (a3) Vertical strip of YS (10 mm) invades an RS biofilm or (b3) vice versa. (c3,
c10) Mixed: half of the cells of a 1-week-old YS biofilm were randomly replaced by RS cells. After 2 more weeks of growth, a
re-formation of clusters is discernible (clustering effect), but who wins the competition becomes obvious only later (c10).
Movies of all these simulations can be found on the author’s webpage (http://www.theobio.uni-bonn.de/people/jan_kreft/).
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biofilms shed not only clusters but also single cells in pro-
portion to the total biofilm mass (Stoodley et al., 2001). If
the biofilm community were the ‘unit of proliferation’
(Caldwell et al., 1997), the YS strategists would become
extinct.

Conclusions

Two conditions are necessary and sufficient for the origin
and maintenance of simple altruistic strategies without
direct and recognition-based interactions: (a) spatial
structure (clustering), and (b) dissociation of clusters into
individuals before the RS strategists have taken over the
cluster. (A third condition, resource limitation, is a
necessary consequence of clustering.) These conditions are
clearly met in biofilms.

Economy of resource use has probably been overlooked as a
form of altruism in biofilms (Caldwell et al., 1997) because it
does not involve the specific, direct interactions that would
catch one’s attention, yet here I argue that it is the earliest
form of altruism, widespread since life began and having a
profound impact on biofilm structure and function ever
since.

The range of possible strategies from selfish to altruistic,
whether pure or mixed, obligate or facultative, opens up a
neglected dimension for the diversification of life. There are
a plethora of mechanisms and effects that help maintain
biodiversity (Chesson, 2000). While resources, predators,
time and space are commonly viewed as axes of niche space
(Chesson, 2000), cooperation should be added as the fifth
major axis.

The study of fast-growing bacteria in liquid culture has
formed the mainstream of microbiological research since
Beijerinck and Winogradsky established enrichment cul-
tures about a century ago (Brock, 1998). Unfortunately,
enrichment cultures tend to select RS strategists, thereby
ensuring that most laboratory studies have been carried out
with RS strategists: growth of bacteria was found, using
mosaic non-equilibrium thermodynamics, to be optimized
for maximization of growth rate while keeping efficiency as
high as possible (Westerhoff & van Dam, 1987). Also, the
organization of the Escherichia coli metabolic network was
found to be optimized to maximize growth (Edwards et al.,
2001). However, these results may not hold for YS
strategists, which probably predominate in nature.
Isolating bacteria by dilution culture (dilution of the
inoculum prior to isolation) rather than enrichment culture
will pick the most abundant species able to grow under the
given conditions. Using dilution culture of samples from
spatially structured habitats should favour isolation of YS
strategists. It may be expected that the more frequent use of
dilution cultures will allow a fraction of so-called uncultur-
ables to become cultured. A case in point is the isolation of
H. foetida (Bak et al., 1992) from which the growth
parameters of this study were derived and other members of
the class Acidobacteria (Joseph et al., 2003).

Given that biofilms promote the evolution of clusters with
group-beneficial behaviour, why did biofilms not develop
into multicellular organisms? After all, multicellular organ-
isms have evolved mechanisms to counter selfish defection
of individual cells from altruistic behaviour (cancer). Yet
bacteria have, by and large, not evolved into multicellular
organisms over more than 3 billion years, despite the ease
with which cooperating groups of bacteria evolve (Rainey &
Rainey, 2003; Velicer & Yu, 2003). Two main reasons for
this can be envisaged. (1) The architecture of prokaryotic
cells with haploid genomes constrains evolution. (2) The
main ecological advantage of bacteria would be lost upon
transition to obligate multicellularity. There are many links
in the carbon, nitrogen and sulphur cycles provided by the
unique metabolic capabilities of bacteria, whereas eukar-
yotes are metabolically far less diverse. If metabolic
versatility is the foundation for the evolutionary success
of bacteria, it seems likely that the flexibility in time and
space of the metabolic capacities of bacterial communities
requires a modular construction which would be lost if the
single bacterial cells (the modules) were to integrate into
defined and permanent larger units. The relationship
between community-level metabolic flexibility and perfor-
mance on the one hand and modularity of organization on
the other is the topic of a future study.
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